About Festival – The Annual Delhi Women's International Film Festival (DWIFF) is one of the few international film and arts festivals dedicated to women's. This three-day extravaganza, consisting of indoor and outdoor red carpet film screenings, fashion shows, workshops, and of course Shopping Stalls. It's a celebration of women and all who love women. DWIFF films and screenings are selected and hosted by filmmakers, professors, and other notable figures in the world of film. In addition to exhibiting the next new wave of women filmmakers, the DWIFF also makes time to pay tribute to films by women with historical significance.
Mission & Objective
The mission of the Delhi Women's International Film Festival (DWIFF) is to empower women's artistic vision internationally. With women representing only 7% of filmmakers, we would like to increase the number of women in the industry and support those women who are actively involved by assisting filmmakers and artists with the development of their craft.
Special
Entries at DWIFF are open to all International, National, and Regional Films of different tastes & calibers from across the Globe. There is no restriction on the year of production of the film and limitation on duration.
Subtitles
Films can be with dialogs, silent or without dialogs. Films submitted in languages other than Hindi or English must be presented with English subtitles. Participants can send multiple entries. However, please submit a separate submission form and entry fee for each film
Schedule
Film Screening divided into 2 days, and the one day for the awards distribution & for Celebration. Start Wednesday 22nd, 23rd & the end on Friday 24th In Delhi, India Venue will be inform to all of you before the one month of the event. This Festival also welcome for film Student boys & girl, With their films without any restriction.
General rules (1)
Please ensure that you have the permission to enter into the competition and you do not breach any copyright laws and regulations. Any film found to be infringing upon copyright laws will be disqualified.Films must be Produced, Directed, Edited or Written by a Woman. Films by men are accepted but they must be about women's social, economical, geographical, political or health issues.
General rules (2)
DWIFF reserves the right to determine whether a film qualifies for this exception.Films entered under the "Student" category must include a copy of the current student ID to be considered eligible for the student discount.All non-English language films must have English subtitles

